PLUZZABLES
Word Search Maze Edition
(January 23, 2022)

PLUZZABLES are “playable puzzles”, a series of games
you play during or after assembling a puzzle.
In the Word Search Maze edition, up to six players
assemble a maze filled with letters and race their
meeples along hidden words.
Magnetic Components:
• Xxx wall tiles of various lengths
• Xxx letter tiles
• 6 meeples

Overview
Players look for words made from adjacent letters. You
can play for points or as a race to be first.

Setup
Lay the magnetic receptive sheet on your table.
Cooperatively build one of the following mazes or design
your own. For a race, have start and end locations. For
continuous play, build a circular track with obstacles.

Give each player a meeple. If racing, place your meeples
at the entrance or exit, at opposite ends or all together.
If playing for points, place your meeples anywhere,
designate a scorekeeper and agree upon a target score.

Game Play
In turn, each player performs the following:
1. From their current meeple’s location, look for a
word from continuously adjacent letters.
2. Call out the word found.
3. Move your meeple to the last letter found.
If scoring, advance your score by the number of letters in
the word formed.
Finding Words
Here are some examples of finding hidden words. The
meeples start location is in green. The final location is in
blue.

No Word Possible
If you can’t make a word, move your meeple to any
adjacent letter.
Rotating Tiles
Instead of moving, you may rotate one adjacent tile and
wait for your next turn to move. Use this technique when
you can’t make a word or when you see a really good
scoring word is within reach.
Winning the Game
With continuous play, the first player to match or exceed
the target score is the winner.
When racing, the first player to reach the last tile in the
maze is the winner.
Playing Again
Before playing again, swap a bunch of letter tiles to
create new hidden words. Rearrange the maze as well.

More Pluzzables
Deliveries: deliver items to secrets locations around a
town you construct as a brainteaser puzzle.
Scavengers: find and claim items within a puzzle of a
brainteaser.
This Was War: explore and collect matching vintage war
posters, decode secret words.
Letter Boxes: find words hidden in mail boxes.
Maze: build a maze and collect sacks of money.
Collages: find pairs of adjacent items.
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